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Nonlinear Feedback Control of VTOL UAVs

This paper addresses the nonlinear feedback control of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) with Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) capacities, such as multi-copters, ducted fans, helicopters, convertible UAVs, etc. First, dynamic models of these systems are recalled and discussed. Then, a nonlinear feedback control approach is presented. It applies to a large class of VTOL UAVs and aims at ensuring large stability domains and robustness with respect to unmodeled dynamics. This approach addresses most control objectives encountered in practice, for both remotely operated and fully autonomous flight.

Introduction

Like other engineering fields, flight control makes extensive use of linear control techniques [43]. One reason for this is the existence of numerous tools to assess the robustness properties of a linear feedback controller [38] (gain margin, phase margin, $H_\infty$, LMI techniques, etc.). Another reason is that flight control techniques have been developed primarily for full-size commercial airplanes, which are designed and optimized to fly along very specific trajectories (trim trajectories with a very narrow range of angles of attack). Control design is then typically achieved from the linearized equations of motion along desired trajectories and this makes linear control especially suitable. Some aerial vehicles are required to fly in very diverse conditions, however, with large and rapid variations of the angle of attack. Examples are given by fighter aircraft, convertible aircraft, or small UAVs operating in windy environments. In such cases, ensuring large stability domains matters, and nonlinear feedback designs can be useful for this purpose.

Nonlinear feedback control of aircraft can be traced back to the early eighties. Following [41], control laws based on the dynamic inversion technique have been proposed to extend the flight envelope of military aircraft (see, e.g., [45] and the references therein). The control design strongly relies on tabulated models of aerodynamic forces and moments, like the High-Incidence Research Model (HIRM) of the Group for Aeronautical Research and Technology in Europe (GARTEUR) [26]. Compared to linear techniques, this type of approach allows the flight domain to be extended without involving gain scheduling strategies. The angle of attack is assumed to remain away from the stall zone, however, and should this assumption be violated the behavior of the system is unpredictable. Comparatively, nonlinear feedback control of VTOLs is more recent, but it has been addressed with a larger variety of techniques. Dynamic inversion has been used as well [10], but many other techniques have also been investigated, such as the Lyapunov-based design [25, 16], Backstepping [4], Sliding modes [4, 46], or Predictive control [20, 3]. A more complete bibliography on this topic can be found in [13]. Most of these studies address the stabilization of hover flight or low-velocity trajectories and therefore little attention is paid to aerodynamic effects. These are typically either ignored or modeled as a simple additive perturbation, the effect of which has to be compensated for by the feedback action. In highly dynamic flight conditions or harsh wind conditions, however, aerodynamic effects become important. This raises several questions, which are little addressed in the control or robotics communities, such as, for example, which models of aerodynamic effects should be considered for the control design? Or which feedback control solutions can be inferred from these models so as to ensure large stability domains and robustness?

This paper presents a nonlinear feedback control approach for VTOL UAVs, which aims at ensuring large stability domains together with good robustness properties with respect to additive perturbations. The control design covers several control objectives associated with different autonomy levels (teleoperation with thrust direction and thrust intensity reference signals, teleoperation with linear velocity reference signals, fully autonomous flight with position reference signals). The approach, which explicitly takes into account aerodynamic forces in the control design, is particularly well suited to aerial vehicles submitted to small lift forces (e.g., classical multi-copters, or helicopters) or to vehicles with shape symmetry properties with respect to the thrust axis (rockets, missiles, or airplanes with annular wings). The control methodology has been developed by the authors for several years [14, 12, 36, 37] and this paper provides a summary of these developments together with perspectives.
Dynamics of aircraft motion

Aircraft dynamics are described by a set of differential equations that characterize the state of the aircraft in terms of the vehicle’s orientation, position, and angular and linear velocities. These variables are measured with respect to some reference frames.

Let \( I = \{\hat{i}, \hat{j}, \hat{k}\} \) denote a fixed inertial frame with respect to (w.r.t.) which the vehicle’s absolute pose is measured. This frame is chosen as the NED frame (North-East-Down) with \( \hat{i} \) pointing to the North, \( \hat{j} \) pointing to the East, and \( \hat{k} \) pointing to the center of the earth. Let \( B = \{\Gamma, \hat{i}, \hat{j}, \hat{k}\} \) be a frame attached to the body, with \( \Gamma \) the body’s center of mass. The linear and angular velocities \( \tilde{v} \) and \( \tilde{\omega} \) of the body frame \( B \) are then defined by

\[
\tilde{v} = \frac{d}{dt} \tilde{O}_G, \quad \frac{d}{dt}(\tilde{i}, \tilde{j}, \tilde{k}) = \tilde{\omega} \times (\tilde{i}, \tilde{j}, \tilde{k})
\]

where, here and throughout the paper, the time-derivative is taken w.r.t. the inertial frame \( I \).

Equations of motion for a flat earth

Let \( \tilde{F} \) and \( \tilde{M} \) denote respectively the resultant of the external forces acting on a rigid body of mass \( m \) and the moment of these forces about the body’s center of mass \( G \). Newton’s and Euler’s theorems of mechanics state that

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \tilde{p} = \tilde{F}, \quad \frac{d}{dt} \tilde{h} = \tilde{M}
\]

with

\[
\tilde{p} = m\tilde{v}, \quad \tilde{h} = -\int_{P \text{ of body}} G \tilde{P} \times (G \tilde{P} \times \tilde{\omega}) \, dm = \tilde{J} \tilde{\omega}
\]

where \( \tilde{J} \) denotes the inertia operator at \( G \). Throughout this paper aircraft are modeled as rigid bodies of constant mass \( m \) and we focus on the class of vehicles controlled via four control inputs: the thrust intensity \( T \in \mathbb{R} \) of a body-fixed thrust force \( \tilde{F} = -\tilde{T} \tilde{k} \) and the three components (in body-frame) of a control torque vector \( \tilde{\Theta} \). This class of systems contains (modulo an adequate choice of control inputs) most aerial vehicles of interest, like multicopters, helicopters, convertibles UAVs, or even conventional airplanes. The torque actuation can be obtained in different ways, for example, control surfaces (fixed-wing aircraft), propellers (multi-copters), swash-plate mechanism and tail-rotor (helicopters). By neglecting round-earth effects and buoyancy forces, the external forces and moments on the aircraft are commonly modeled as follows \[8, Ch. 2, [12], [42], [43]:

\[
\tilde{F} = m\tilde{g} + \tilde{F}_a - \tilde{T} \tilde{k} + \tilde{F}_s
\]

\[
\tilde{M} = GP \times \tilde{F}_a + \tilde{T} \tilde{k} \times \tilde{G} + \tilde{\Theta}_o
\]

where \( \tilde{g} \) is the gravity acceleration vector with \( g \) the gravity constant, \( (\tilde{F}_a, \tilde{P}) \) is the resultant of the aerodynamic forces and its application point, and \( \tilde{\Theta}_o \) is the application point of the thrust force.

In eq. (4) we assume that the gyroscopic torque (usually associated with rotor craft) is negligible or that it has already been compensated via a preliminary torque control action. The force \( \tilde{F}_s \) is referred to as a body force. It is induced by the control torque vector \( \tilde{\Theta}_o \), and thus represents the effect of the control torque actuation on the position dynamics. Conversely, the term \( \tilde{T} \tilde{k} \times \tilde{G} \) in (4) represents the effect of the control force actuation on the orientation dynamics.

Besides the gravity force, eq. (4) allows three types of forces (and torques) to be identified:

- body forces, which represent couplings between thrust and torque actuations;
- control forces;
- aerodynamic forces.

This decomposition is based on a separation principle that is only valid in first approximation (this issue will be detailed later on). Nevertheless, identifying the dominant effects of dynamics is useful from a control point of view, since it allows generic control strategies to be worked out, which can be refined case by case for specific classes of vehicles. We now discuss the modeling of these three types of forces in more detail.

Body forces

\[\text{Figure 2 – Ducted-fan tail-sitter HoverEye of Bertin Technologies}\]
The influence of the torque control inputs on the translational dynamics via the body force $F_b$ depends on the torque generation mechanism. More specifically, this coupling term is negligible for quadrotors [9], [32], [6], but it can be significant for helicopters because of the swashplate mechanism [11, Ch.1], [7], [22], [24], [28, Ch. 5] and for ducted-fan tail-sitters because of the rudder system [29, Ch. 3], [31].

Thus, the relevance of this body force must be discussed in relation to the specific application [31] [29, Ch. 3] [13]. Let us remark, however, that the body force $F_b$ is typically small compared to either the gravity, the aerodynamic force, or the thrust force. Similarly, the term $T_k \times G\Theta$ in (4), which represents the influence of the thrust control input on the rotational dynamics, is usually small because $\Theta$ is close to the axis $(G,k)$ . These body forces will be omitted from now on, since they can be either neglected, or compensated by the control action.

### Control forces

The model (4) should be complemented by a modeling of the actuators that generate the inputs $T$ and $\Gamma_o$. By assuming that the dynamics of these actuators are (sufficiently) faster than the vehicle’s dynamics, they can be neglected in the first approximation. The effects of the vehicle’s motion and/or wind on the actuation efficiency are another aspect that cannot be neglected if a precise modeling is required. For example, blade flapping is a well-known phenomenon that highlights the difficulty in making the control force and torque completely independent of external aerodynamic conditions for aerial vehicles actuated by propellers. For the sake of simplicity and generality, we will assume in the paper that it is possible to completely decouple the control action from the vehicle’s motion and wind. We are aware, however, that this can be an important issue in practice.

### Aerodynamic forces

The modeling of aerodynamic forces and torques $F_a$ and $M_a = G\bar{P} \times F_a$ acting on the vehicle remains one of the major problems in the modeling process. Results on this topic can be found in [1] [42, Ch. 2] [43, Ch. 2] for fixed-wing aircraft, in [32] [15] [6] for quadrotors, in [17] [21] [29, Ch. 3] [30] for ducted-fan tail-sitters and in [27], [33], [44] for helicopters. As explained above, we assume that the actuators (e.g., propellers) are not affected by environmental conditions and, therefore, we focus hereafter on the modeling of aerodynamic forces acting on the vehicle’s main body.

A well-accepted general expression of aerodynamic forces and moments can be deduced by applying the so-called Buckingham $\pi$ theorem [1, p. 34] [5]. More precisely, we denote with $\vec{v}_w$ the air velocity, which is defined as the difference between $\vec{v}$ and the wind velocity $\vec{v}_w$, i.e., $\vec{v}_w = \vec{v} - \vec{v}_a$. The lift force $F_b$ is the aerodynamic force component along a perpendicular to the air velocity and the drag force $F_a$ is the aerodynamic force component in the direction of the air velocity. Now, consider a (any) pair of angles $(\alpha, \beta)$ characterizing the orientation of $\vec{v}_w$ with respect to the body frame (e.g., figure 3). Combining the Buckingham $\pi$ theorem [1, p. 34] with the knowledge that the intensity of the steady aerodynamic force varies approximately as the square of the air speed $|\vec{v}_w|$ yields the existence of two dimensionless functions $C_L(\cdot)$ and $C_D(\cdot)$ depending on the Reynolds number $Re$, the Mach number $M$, and $(\alpha, \beta)$, and such that

$$
\begin{align*}
F_b &= \bar{F}_b + \bar{F}_a \\
\bar{F}_b &= \kappa_1 |\vec{v}_w| \left[ C_L(R, M, \alpha, \beta) \vec{v}_w \times \vec{v}_s \right] \\
\bar{F}_a &= -\kappa_2 |\vec{v}_w| \left[ C_D(R, M, \alpha, \beta) \vec{v}_w \right] \\
\bar{r} \vec{v}_w &= 0 \\
\kappa_1 &= \rho \Sigma / 2
\end{align*}
$$

where $\rho$ is the free stream air density, $\Sigma$ is an area germane to the given body shape, $\vec{r}(\cdot)$ is a unit vector-valued function, and $C_L(\in \mathbb{R}^3)$ and $C_D(\in \mathbb{R}^3)$ are the aerodynamic characteristics of the body, i.e., the drag coefficient and lift coefficient, respectively.

By using the above representation of the aerodynamic force – first introduced in [37] – the lift direction is independent from the aerodynamic coefficients, which in turn characterize the aerodynamic force intensity $(\bar{F}_b = \kappa_1 |\vec{v}_w| \sqrt{C_L^2 + C_D^2})$, while the lift direction is fully characterized by the unit vector $\vec{r}(\cdot)$, which only depends on $(\alpha, \beta)$ and the air velocity magnitude $|\vec{v}_w|$. We will see that geometric symmetries of the vehicle’s shape imply precise expressions of the vector $\vec{r}(\cdot)$.

The main assumption under which the model (5) holds, is that the effects of the vehicle’s rotational and unsteady motions on its surrounding airflow pattern are not preponderant [42, p. 199]. For instance, a constant angular velocity flight generates a different airflow pattern from that in steady cruise, which means that the aerodynamic forces and moments in general depend also on the vehicle’s angular velocity. In addition, the aircraft translational and rotational accelerations also perturb the airflow pattern, which in turn causes transient effects that should be taken into account for precise aerodynamic modeling. These effects will be neglected here, which leads us to assume (5) as the model of the aerodynamic forces.

### Preliminaries on control design

From the assumptions and simplifications made in § “Dynamics of aircraft motions”, the control model reduces to

$$
\begin{align*}
\bar{m} \ddot{x} &= \bar{m} \ddot{\vec{g}} + \bar{F}_a - \bar{\Gamma}_o \\
\frac{d}{dt}(\bar{\mathbf{e}}, \bar{\mathbf{k}}) &= \bar{\omega} \times (\bar{\mathbf{e}}, \bar{\mathbf{k}}) \\
\frac{d}{dt}(\bar{J}, \bar{\omega}) &= \bar{G} \bar{\mathbf{P}} \times \bar{F}_a + \bar{\Gamma}_o
\end{align*}
$$

where $\bar{\omega} = \frac{d\vec{\omega}}{dt}$ is the linear acceleration of the vehicle. To develop general control principles applicable to a large number of aerial vehicles, it is necessary to become free of actuation specificities and
concentrate on the vehicle’s governing dynamics. In agreement with a large number of works on VTOL control (see [13] for a survey) we assume that the torque control \( \tau \) allows us to modify the body’s instantaneous angular velocity \( \dot{\omega} \) at will. Consequently, the angular velocity \( \dot{\omega} \) can be considered as an intermediate control input. The above consideration implicitly means that the torque calculation and the ways of producing this torque can be decoupled from high-level control objectives, at least in the first design stage. The corresponding physical assumption is that “almost” any desired angular velocity can be obtained within a short amount of time. In the language of Automatic Control, this is a typical “backstepping” assumption. Once it is made, the vehicle’s actuation consists of four input variables, namely, the thrust intensity and the three components of \( \dot{\omega} \). The control model (6) then reduces to

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d}{dt} (i, j, k) &= \dot{\omega} \times (i, j, k) \\
\dot{\mathbf{a}} &= m \mathbf{g} + \mathbf{F}_e - T \mathbf{k}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( T \) and \( \dot{\omega} \) are the system’s control inputs.

**Basics of control design**

The control model (7) highlights the role of the gravity force \( m \mathbf{g} \) and aerodynamic force \( \mathbf{F}_e \) in obtaining the body’s linear acceleration \( \mathbf{a} \). It shows, for instance, that to move with a constant reference velocity the controlled thrust vector \( T \mathbf{k} \) must be equal to the resultant external force

\[
\mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}} = m \mathbf{g} + \mathbf{F}_e
\]

When \( \mathbf{F}_e \) does not depend on the vehicle’s orientation, as in the case of spherical bodies subjected to orientation-independent drag forces only, the resultant external force does not depend on this orientation either (see figure 4 for an illustration). The control strategy then basically consists in aligning the thrust direction \( \mathbf{k} \) with the direction of \( \mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}} \) (orientation control with \( \dot{\omega} \)) and in opposing the thrust magnitude to the intensity of \( \mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}} \) (thrust control with \( T \)). In other words, the desired thrust direction and magnitude are defined by

\[
\mathbf{k} = \pm \frac{\mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}}}{|\mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}}|} \quad T = \pm |\mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}}| \quad (8)
\]

where

\[
\mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}} = \mathbf{F}_e
\]

Now, to ensure asymptotic stabilization of the reference velocity, it is necessary to incorporate feedback terms in the velocity dynamics. This can easily be done by changing the definition of \( \mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}} \) in (8). More precisely, the first equation in (7) can also be written as

\[
\dot{\mathbf{a}} = m \frac{d\mathbf{v}}{dt} = \mathbf{F} - T \mathbf{k} + m \xi (\mathbf{v}, t)
\]

with

\[
\mathbf{F} = m \mathbf{g} + \mathbf{F}_e - m \xi (\mathbf{v}, t) \quad (9)
\]

and where \( \xi (\mathbf{v}, t) \) is some stabilizing control, which contains typically both feedback and feedforward terms. It then follows from (8) that

\[
\frac{d\mathbf{v}}{dt} = \xi (\mathbf{v}, t)
\]

When aerodynamic forces depend on the vehicle’s orientation, as is the case of most aerial vehicles, the above control strategy raises important issues. In particular, the resultant force \( \mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}} \) being now orientation-dependent, the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium in terms of the vehicle’s orientation is no longer systematic, since the right-hand side of the first equality in (8) may also depend on \( \mathbf{v} \). Even when such an equilibrium solution is well defined and locally unique, its stabilization can be very sensitive to thrust orientation variations. As a matter of fact, the capacity of calculating the direction and intensity of \( \mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}} \) at every time-instant – already a quite demanding requirement – is not sufficient to design a control law capable of performing well in (almost) all situations. Knowing how this force changes when the vehicle’s orientation varies is necessary, but is still not sufficient. In the following section we point out the existence of a set of aerodynamic models that allow the control problem to be recast into that of controlling a spherical body. Of course, the underlying assumptions are that these models reflect the physical reality sufficiently well and that the corresponding aerodynamic forces can be either measured or estimated on-line with sufficient accuracy.

**Nonlinear versus linear feedback control**

Good stability properties can be obtained with linear feedback control for some operating conditions, such as, for example, hover flight with moderate wind, cruising flight at constant or slowly varying linear velocity, etc. In very windy environments or for very aggressive flight, however, several reasons advocate for the use of nonlinear feedback. Let us mention some of them.

- As explained above, the basic principle of aerial vehicle control is to align the thrust direction with the direction of external forces. This orientation control problem can be solved locally, via a local parameterization of the orientation error (e.g., Euler angles). It is well known that this kind of parameterization introduces singularities and artificially limits the stability domain. This is a problem in the case of strong perturbations that can temporarily destabilize the vehicle’s attitude. In order to ensure large stability domains, it is necessary to design the feedback law directly on the underlying manifold (unit sphere for thrust direction control, or special orthogonal group for the control of the full orientation). Linear feedback is not best suited to the control on such compact manifolds.

- From (8), the thrust direction control is well defined only if \( \mathbf{F} \) does not vanish. This is not a problem around the hover flight configuration, since \( \mathbf{F} = \mathbf{F}_{\text{ext}} \approx m \mathbf{g} \). For large initial errors or demanding reference trajectories, however, \( \mathbf{F} \) may vanish due to the control fault (see (9)). In this case again, instead of a linear feedback it is better to use a bounded
nonlinear one (with norm smaller than the gravity constant), so as to limit the risk of $\vec{F}$ vanishing.

- Although this problem is not specifically addressed in this paper, control limitations in both magnitude and rate can be problematic in practice. For example, linearizing the model (6) around the hover flight configuration yields two second-order linear systems (yaw and vertical dynamics) and two fourth-order linear systems (horizontal dynamics). While saturating the input of a Hurwitz-stable second-order linear system does not destroy its global asymptotic stability property, this is no longer true for linear systems of higher order (three or more). This also advocates for the use of nonlinear feedback solutions to address these control limitation issues (see for example [2], [18] for results on this topic).

Symmetric bodies and spherical equivalence

We have briefly explained in the previous section the basics of feedback control design for a spherical body (i.e., subjected to aerodynamic forces independent of the vehicle’s orientation). For most vehicles encountered in practice, however, aerodynamic forces depend on the vehicle’s orientation. We show in this section that for a class of such systems, a preliminary feedback transformation on the input allows the dynamics to be rewritten in the same form as in the case of a spherical body. This will be instrumental for the control design methodology described further on.

The expression (5) of the aerodynamic forces holds independently of the body’s shape. As has already been shown in [37], [35], in the case of shape symmetries, aerodynamic properties that simplify the associated control problem can be pointed out.

![Figure 5 - Symmetric and bisymmetric shapes](image)

![Figure 6 - The ($\alpha$, $\beta$) angles](image)

More specifically, if the body’s shape is symmetric\(^3\) around the thrust axis $\vec{k}$, then the unit vector $\vec{r}(\cdot)$ in (5) is given by

$$\vec{r} = \cos(\beta)\vec{j} - \sin(\beta)\vec{i}. \quad (10)$$

This allows us to decompose the aerodynamic force $\vec{F}_a$ as follows [37] [35]:

$$\vec{F}_a = -k_a |\vec{v}_a| \left[ \left( C_{D}\left(R_x,M,\alpha\right) + C_{L}\left(R_x,M,\alpha\right) \cot(\alpha) \right) |\vec{v}_a| \vec{i} \right]$$

$$+ C_{I}\left(R_x,M,\alpha\right) |\vec{v}_a| \vec{\kappa} \quad (11)$$

where $\alpha \in [0, \pi]$ is defined as the angle of attack between $-\vec{k}$ and $\vec{v}_a$, and $\beta \in (-\pi, \pi)$ as the angle between the unit frame vector $\vec{i}$ and the projection of $\vec{v}_a$ on the plane $\{G, \vec{i}, \vec{j}\}$ (see figure 6), i.e.,

$$\alpha = \cos^{-1}\left(-\frac{v_{\alpha}}{|\vec{v}_a|}\right) \quad \beta = \tan(2\alpha\left(v_{\alpha}, v_{\alpha}\right)) \quad (12)$$

Note that

$$v_{\alpha} = |\vec{v}_a| \sin(\alpha) \cos(\beta) \quad v_{\beta} = |\vec{v}_a| \sin(\alpha) \sin(\beta) \quad (13)$$

$$v_{\alpha} = -|\vec{v}_a| \cos(\alpha) \quad \text{where } v_{\alpha} (i = 1, 2, 3) \text{ denote the coordinates of } \vec{v}_a \text{ in the body-fixed frame. Note also that the above choice for the angles } (\alpha, \beta) \text{ renders the aerodynamic coefficients in (11) independent of the angle } \beta.$$

For constant Reynolds and Mach numbers, the aerodynamic coefficients depend only on $\alpha$. By using the relation (11), it is a simple matter to establish the following result.

**Proposition 1 ([37], [35])** Consider a symmetric thrust-propelled vehicle. Assume that the aerodynamic forces are given by (5) - (10) and that the aerodynamic coefficients satisfy the following relation

$$C_{D}(\alpha) + C_{L}(\alpha) \cot(\alpha) = C_{Dh} \quad (14)$$

where $C_{Dh}$ denotes a constant number. Then, the body’s dynamic equation (7) can also be written as

$$m\ddot{\vec{r}} = m\vec{g} + \vec{F}_p - T_p \vec{k} \quad (15)$$

with

$$T_p = T + k_a |\vec{v}_a| \vec{i} \left( C_L(\alpha) \frac{\sin(\alpha)}{\sin(\alpha)} \right)$$

$$\vec{F}_p = -k_a C_{Dh} \frac{|\vec{v}_a| \vec{v}_a}{|\vec{v}_a|} \quad (16)$$

The interest of this proposition is to point out the possibility of viewing a symmetric body subjected to both drag and lift forces as a sphere subjected to the drag force $\vec{F}_p$ and powered by the thrust force $\vec{T}_p = -T \vec{k}$. The main condition is that the relation (14) must be satisfied. Obviously, this condition is compatible with an infinite number of functions $C_D$ and $C_L$. Let us point out a particular set of simple functions that also satisfy the $\pi$-periodicity property with respect to the angle of attack $\alpha$ associated with bisymmetric bodies.

\(^3\) See [37], [35] for a precise definition of shape symmetry and bisymmetry.
Proposition 2  The functions $C_D$ and $C_L$ defined by

\begin{equation}
C_D(\alpha) = c_0 + 2c_1 \sin^2(\alpha),
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
C_L(\alpha) = c_1 \sin(2\alpha)
\end{equation}

where $c_0$ and $c_1$ are two real numbers, satisfy the condition (14) with $C_{D_0} = c_0 + 2c_1$. The equivalent drag force and thrust intensity are then given by

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
\vec{F}_p &= -k_c C_{D_0} |\vec{v}_\alpha| \vec{v}_s \\
T_p &= T + 2c_1 k_c |\vec{v}_\alpha| \vec{v}_s \cos(\alpha)
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}

A particular bisymmetric body is the sphere whose aerodynamic characteristics (zero lift and constant drag coefficient) are obtained by setting $c_\alpha = 0$ in (17). Elliptic-shaped bodies are also symmetric but, in contrast with the sphere, they do generate lift in addition to drag. The process of approximating measured aerodynamic characteristics with functions given by (17) is illustrated by the figure 7a, where we have used experimental data borrowed from [19, p.19] for an elliptic-shaped body with Mach and Reynolds numbers equal to $M = 6$ and $Re = 7.96 \times 10^6$, respectively. For this example, the identified coefficients are $c_0 = 0.43$ and $c_1 = 0.462$. Since missile-like devices are “almost” bisymmetric, approximating their aerodynamic coefficients with such functions can also be attempted. For instance, the approximation shown in figure 7b has been obtained by using experimental data taken from [40, p.54] for a missile moving at $M = 0.7$. In this case, the identified coefficients are $c_0 = 0.1$ and $c_1 = 11.55$. In both cases, the match between experimental data and the approximating functions, although far from perfect, should be sufficient for feedback control purposes.


![Figure 7 – Aerodynamic coefficients of: (a,1) elliptic bodies; (b,1) missile-like bodies](image)

Control design

In this section, we propose nonlinear feedback laws for various control objectives. The first objective is the thrust direction control, which is essential for the control of VTOL UAVs. It is useful by itself, since the basic teleoperation mode for a VTOL UAV relies on thrust direction and thrust intensity reference inputs. Thrust direction control is also the cornerstone for higher-level (semi-)autonomous flight modes, such as, for example, velocity control, position control, or vision-based control. The second objective considered in this section is velocity control. After thrust direction control, velocity control is the next step in increasing the system’s autonomy. Since the velocity dynamics is involved, the role of aerodynamic forces becomes predominant. This will be an opportunity to show the interest of the transformation proposed in § “Symmetric bodies and spherical equivalence”. Once the velocity control level has been defined, the control design can be developed further to address, for example, disturbance rejection and/or position control. These topics are also briefly discussed in this section.

Thrust direction control

Consider a time-varying reference thrust (unit) direction $\vec{k}_\ref$. It is assumed that $\vec{k}_\ref$ varies smoothly with time, so that $\frac{dk}{dt}(\tau)$ is well defined for any time $\tau$. The following result provides control expressions for the angular velocity control input $\vec{\omega}$ yielding a large stability domain.

Proposition 3  The feedback law

\begin{equation}
\vec{\omega} = \frac{k_\alpha}{(1+k_\omega k^2)^2} \vec{k} \times \vec{k}_\ref + \vec{\omega}_0 - (\vec{k} \times \vec{k}_\ref) \vec{k} + \lambda \vec{k}
\end{equation}

with $\vec{\omega}_0 = \vec{k}_\ref \times \frac{dk}{dt}$, $k_\alpha$ a positive real number, and $\lambda$ any real number (not necessarily constant), ensures exponential stability of the equilibrium $\vec{k} = \vec{k}_\ref$ with domain of attraction $\{k(0) : k(0), \vec{k}_\ref(0) \neq -1 \}$.

The limitation on the stability domain is related to the topology of the unit sphere, which prevents the existence of smooth autonomous feedback controllers yielding global asymptotic stability. The first term on the right-hand side of (19) is a nonlinear feedback term on the error between $k$ and $\vec{k}_\ref$ (here defined from the cross product). The second and third terms are feedforward terms. In practice, these terms are often neglected because the vector $\frac{dk}{dt}$ (and thus $\vec{\omega}_0$) is unknown. For example, if $\vec{k}_\ref$ corresponds to a reference thrust direction provided by a pilot via a joystick, $\frac{dk}{dt}$ is not available. Omitting these feedforward terms does not prevent good results from being obtained, provided that $k_\omega$ is chosen sufficiently large and/or $k_\alpha$ does not vary too rapidly. Finally, the last term on the right-hand side of (19) is associated with the rotation about the axis $\vec{k}$ (yaw degree of freedom). It does not affect the thrust direction dynamics, since $\frac{dk}{dt} = \vec{\omega} \times \vec{k}$.

Velocity control for vehicles with symmetric body shapes

Let us thus consider a symmetric vehicle and its velocity dynamics given by (15). The problem is to asymptotically stabilize a reference velocity $\vec{v}_\ref$. We follow the control strategy briefly sketched in § “Preliminaries on control design”. Let us define the velocity error $\vec{v} = \vec{v} - \vec{v}_\ref$, and the reference acceleration $\vec{a}_r = m \frac{d\vec{v}_\ref}{dt}$. It follows from (15) that

\begin{equation}
m \frac{d\vec{v}}{dt} = \vec{F}_r + m(\vec{g} - \vec{a}_r) - T_p \vec{k}
\end{equation}

The above equation can be written as

\begin{equation}
m \frac{d\vec{v}}{dt} = \vec{F}_r - T_p \vec{k} + m \vec{\xi} (\vec{v})
\end{equation}
with

\[ \ddot{\bar{F}} = \ddot{\bar{F}}_r + m(\bar{g} - \bar{a} - \xi(\dot{\bar{v}})) \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

and where \( \xi(\dot{\bar{v}}) \) is some feedback term. If \( \xi(\dot{\bar{v}}) \) is chosen as a stabilizing feedback law for the dynamics \( \frac{d\bar{v}}{dt} = \bar{\xi} \), Eq. (20) suggests setting \( T_\nu = |\ddot{\bar{F}}| \) and then applying the angular velocity control law of Proposition 3 with \( \bar{k}_F \) defined as the unit vector characterizing the direction of \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \), i.e.,

\[ \bar{k}_F = \frac{\ddot{\bar{F}}}{|\ddot{\bar{F}}|} \]

The conditions under which this strategy ensures the asymptotic stability of \( \bar{v} = 0 \) are specified in the following proposition.

**Proposition 4** Assume that \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \) does not vanish along the reference trajectory \( \bar{v} \). Then, the feedback law defined by \( T_\nu = |\ddot{\bar{F}}| \) and \( \bar{\omega} \) given by (19) with

\[ \bar{\omega}(\bar{v}) = -k_2 \sqrt{\bar{v}^2 + 1} \]

\( k_2 \), two positive real numbers and \( \lambda \) any real number (not necessarily constant), ensures local exponential stability of the equilbrium \((\bar{v}, \bar{k}_F)\).

This proposition is established by showing that the candidate Lyapunov function

\[ V = \sqrt{\bar{v}^2 + 1} - \lambda (1 - \bar{k}_F \bar{k}_F) \]

with \( \lambda > \frac{1}{mk_2^2} \), is strictly decreasing along the solutions of the controlled system. It is important to note at this point that this property holds true as long as \(|\ddot{\bar{F}}| \) is not zero (so that the control law is well defined). Thus, the limitation on the stability domain only comes from the possibility of \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \) vanishing. Recall from (16) and (21) that

\[ \ddot{\bar{F}} = -k_2 C_{\alpha_0} |\bar{v}_u| |\bar{v}_u| + m(\bar{g} - \bar{a} - \xi(\dot{\bar{v}})) \]

Since \( \xi(\dot{\bar{v}}) \) is bounded in norm by \( k_2 \), it is easy to impose conditions on \( k_2 \) and the reference acceleration \( \bar{a} \), such that the term \( m(\bar{g} - \bar{a} - \xi(\dot{\bar{v}})) \) does not vanish whatever the tracking error \( \dot{\bar{v}} \). This is not sufficient to ensure that \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \) never vanishes, however, since the term \( k_2 C_{\alpha_0} |\bar{v}_u| |\bar{v}_u| \) can take values depending on the value of \( \bar{v} \). If \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \) does not vanish along the reference trajectory \( \bar{v}_u \), then local stability is guaranteed and, using the fact that \( V \) is decreasing along the solutions of the controlled system, (possibly conservative) stability domains can be specified.

Note that, in view of (21), the independence of \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \) with respect to the vehicle’s orientation in turn implies that \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \) and thus \( \bar{k}_F \), are also independent of the vehicle’s orientation. Therefore, the time-derivative of \( \bar{k}_F \) does not depend on the vehicle’s angular velocity \( \omega \) either and the expression of \( \bar{\omega} \) in (19) is well defined. The interest of the invoked transformation, combined with (14), lies precisely there.

In practice, the control law must be complemented with integral correction terms to compensate for almost constant unknown additive perturbations. With \( \bar{\chi}_x \) denoting the reference position of the center of mass in the inertial frame, the solution proposed in [12] involves the position error \( \bar{\chi} = \bar{\chi}_x - \bar{\chi}_x \) expressed in the inertial frame, which is an integral of the velocity error \( \dot{\bar{\chi}} \). To further impose a bound on the integral correction action, a smooth bounded strictly positive function \( h \) defined on \([0, +\infty)\) and that satisfies the following properties ([12, Sec. III.C]) for some positive constant numbers \( \eta, \mu \) can be introduced:

\[ \forall s \in \mathbb{R}, \quad |h(s^2)s| < \eta \quad \text{and} \quad 0 < s \frac{\partial}{\partial s}(h(s^2)s) < \mu \]

An example of such a function is \( h(s) = \frac{\eta}{\sqrt{1 + s^2}} \), with \( \eta > 0 \). It then suffices to replace the definition of \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \) in (21) by

\[ \ddot{\bar{F}} = \ddot{\bar{F}}_r + m(\bar{g} - \bar{a} - \xi(\dot{\bar{v}})) + h(|\bar{\chi}|) \bar{\chi} \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

with the feedback control law still defined by \( T_\nu = |\ddot{\bar{F}}| \) and \( \bar{\omega} \) given by (19), to obtain a control law that includes an integral correction action and yields strong stability and convergence properties.

The above integral correction is, in fact, suited to the case when the control objective of tracking the desired velocity \( \bar{v} \), is complemented with that of rendering the position error \( |\bar{\chi}| \) small, with the vehicle’s absolute position \( \bar{\chi}_x \) being measured or estimated on-line. Otherwise, it is better to calculate and use a saturated integral of the velocity error. Such an integral \( I_\nu \) is, for instance, obtained as the (numerical) solution to the following equation [23] [39]

\[ \frac{d}{dt}I_\nu = -k_I I_\nu + k_i \text{sat}^d \left( I_\nu + \frac{\bar{v}^2}{k_i} \right) \]

\[ I_\nu(0) = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where \( k_i \), a (not necessarily constant) positive number characterizing the desaturation rate, \( \delta > 0 \) is the upper bound of \(|I_\nu|\) and \( \text{sat}^d \) is the classical saturation function defined as \( \text{sat}^d(x) = \min\left(1, \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \right) x \). A discrete-time version of this saturated integral is

\[ I(j\Delta) = \begin{cases} \bar{I}_\nu(j\Delta) & \text{if } |\bar{I}_\nu(j\Delta)| \leq \frac{\Delta}{\delta} \\ \bar{I}_\nu((j-1)\Delta) + \bar{v}(j\Delta) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where \( j \in \mathbb{N}, \Delta \) is the sampling time period and \( \bar{I}_\nu(j\Delta) = \bar{I}_\nu((j-1)\Delta) + \bar{v}(j\Delta) \) for \( j \geq 1 \). Setting, for instance, \( k_i = k_{i,0} + \frac{\bar{v}^2}{\delta} \) where \( k_{i,0} > 0 \), the definition of \( \ddot{\bar{F}} \) only has to be replaced by

\[ \ddot{\bar{F}} = \ddot{\bar{F}}_r + m(\bar{g} - \bar{a} - \xi(\dot{\bar{v}}) + k_I \bar{I}_\nu) \]  \hspace{1cm} (25)

where \( k_I \) is a positive gain, to obtain control yielding stability results similar to those obtained with the previous controllers.

**Remark 1** As in the case of velocity control, the position controller presented previously can also be modified to include an integral action that will improve its convergence properties when slowly varying unmodeled additive terms act on the system. The reader is referred to [12] for complementary details about this modification.
Conclusion and perspectives

This paper has reviewed basic principles of the modeling and control of VTOL UAVs and a nonlinear control approach for a class of vehicles with symmetric body shapes has been proposed. Application examples are given, for example, by rockets and aerial vehicles using annular wings for the production of lift. Specific aerodynamic properties associated with these particular shapes allow for the design of nonlinear feedback controllers yielding asymptotic stability in a very large flight envelope.

Exploiting the aerodynamic characteristics for the design of feedback controllers with large flight envelopes remains a very open research domain. For example, extending the present approach to vehicles with non-symmetric body shapes (e.g., conventional airplanes) is an open topic. A better understanding of the control limitations induced by the stall phenomenon is also necessary (see for example [34] for a study on this topic). Finally, it is very important to take into account the effect of magnitude (and rate) input saturations on the system's stability.
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